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Due to the high similarity in color and texture between camouflaged objects and

noise backgrounds, existing single-step detection methods often fail especially 

when the camouflage level of objects is high. However, with prior knowledge of 

the environment, humans can effectively distinguish camouflaged objects, for 

example, when humans see snowy ground, they spontaneously associate that 

white rabbits might be concealed there. In this paper, we propose an 

Environmental Knowledge-guided Multi-step Network (EKNet) to simulate this 

mechanism. To extract prior knowledge of the background, we construct a 

knowledge graph with information extracted from the image and generate a 

relevance score matrix (RS) for prior knowledge and the camouflaged object

with GCN as the correlation scoring matrix generation module (CSM). After that, 

we fuse the RS with Canny edge-enhanced features, which guides the model to 

detect camouflaged objects more accurately by observing the background 

information with edge semantics as the knowledge integration module (KIM). To 

our knowledge, this work is the first to introduce environmental knowledge to 

guiding camouflaged object detection(COD). Extensive experiments on three 

benchmark datasets show that our EKNet outperforms 15 existing state-of-the-art 

methods under four widely-used evaluation metrics.
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We compare EKNet with 15 state-of-the-art methods. Table 1 shows the com-

parison results. For a fair comparison, all the predictions of these methods are either 

provided by the authors or produced by models retrained with open-source codes. 

Figure 4 shows the qualitative comparisons of different COD methods on several typical samples from the 

COD10K[2] dataset. It is obvious that our method provides accurate camouflaged object predictions with finer 

and more complete object structure and boundary details.
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Camouflage is a unique method of concealment. A camouflaged object may 

disguise itself by mimicking the color or texture of another object, such as imitating 

the appearance of the surrounding environment or using disruptive coloring.

Overall, three major difficulty problems exist in camouflaged object detection: 

the wide variety of camouflaged objects, the obscured boundaries, and the 

obstruction in front of objects. It can be seen in Figure 1 that the above-

mentioned challenges cannot be solved completely by these single-step 

recognition methods, thus, we mine semantic knowledge of the background and 

fuse it into a multi-step network.
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OUR METHOD

The overall model architecture of the proposed EKNet is shown in Figure 3. Firstly, 

in the correlation score matrix(CSM) module, with small-scale manual 

annotations, we extract the environmental knowledge by fine-tuning the object 

detection network. The information is leveraged to construct a knowledge graph. 

Then, we generate the relevance score(RS)matrix using GCN[15]. Secondly, in the 

knowledge integration module(KIM), the RS matrix is fused with Canny edge 

features to generate a more complete and detailed segmentation result. Each 

module will be described in later sections in more detail.

Correlation scoring matrix generation module(CSM)

Firstly, a visual object detection method is used to detect semantic entities in the 

images. In this paper, YOLO[1] is applied to extract the semantic information of 

the objects and backgrounds in the dataset. To ensure that these object de-

tection methods can effectively extract the features needed, we fine-tuned 

object detection model.

Then, the fine-tuned object detection model is used to detect semantic entities in 

the images, these entities and their relationships are used to construct the EVKG.

Knowledge Integration Module (KIM)

The design of KIM is shown in Figure 3. This module aims to integrate edge cue in-

formation and RS into representation learning to enhance the implicit knowledge 

reasoning ability and object-structured semantic feature representation.

We utilize channel-wise global average pooling (GAP) to aggregate the 

convolutional feature fm, and then obtain corresponding channel attention 

weights.

Loss Function


